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Preface
“The Hockey Dynamic” is not about players, it is wholeheartedly about
what lies behind the modern hockey player. Of all the world’s team
sports, hockey has made the most momentous changes over the last
half century. I have tried to illustrate the most dynamic of these that
have made it a faster, more skillful and more visual game fit for the
twenty first century.
My father always warned me never to write or spout about areas of
life that I have not directly experienced myself. Five decades in hockey
have catapulted me from playing, to a host of other connected parts of
the sport that were intrinsically linked to its progression. It has been a
tremendous journey throughout all five continents.
The book takes the reader from hockey’s status quo in 1972, essentially
the game had not changed a great deal in the previous forty years.
Throughout these chapters, we learn about the processes,innovations,
technologies, and most of all, the personalities that have shaped the
modern game. The ideas which were in the heads of specialists, the
crazy laboratory experiments, and the eccentric behaviour of coaches,
umpires, equipment moguls and television operatives have all been
refined in time to make an everlasting contribution to “The Hockey
Dynamic”.
The sport very much belongs to the world of today, but it definitely
owes its success to an amazing four decades that have launched Hockey
as the second most popular team sport after football for men and
women.
“The Hockey Dynamic” is my take on why that is undeniably so.
Gavin Featherstone
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The Old Boys Network
.....
Nevertheless, the Old Boys network was alive and kicking in the British
Commonwealth of nations. Britain had spread a whole range of modern
cultural, commercial and infrastructural development across the world,
but none more so than in education. Naturally all these nations had
experimented and expanded with the base provided by prominent
philanthropists and educators whether in the American college system,
the Kenyan Preparatory schools or the state Grammar or High schools in
Australasia and South Africa.
It was noticeable that the southern hemisphere prospered from these
schools because they yielded a more formal education that early
state governments strongly supported. A steady stream of top sports
personalities emerged from Auckland and Sydney Grammar Schools as
competition between schools drove up standards in the classroom and
on the games fields.
In Johannesburg to this day, on any given Saturday morning, you will
see hundreds to low thousands lined up along the touch lines to watch
King Edwards School (KES) play Parktown Boys. Up continent it was
always the same in the boarding and day prep school system around
Nairobi in Kenya as boys and girls that thrived in sport at the age of ten
or twelve would have the potential not only to play top adult sport, but
also to take responsible positions of leadership in life.
Wherever there has been British influence, from Buenos Aires to
Christchurch, Singapore to Jamaica, Vancouver to Madras, a tight
network of rival schools with an inbuilt competitive framework, has
been the impetus for the growth of team sport and had equally formed
the bedrock for national and international success in hockey.
All these nations saw no need to change, emphatically not when it
came to physical education. A case study would be in hockey at the very
central school of Jeppe Quondam in Johannesburg.The school retained

very high academic standards and offered a thorough education to
diverse communities adjoining the high rise blocks of the inner city.
The school’s playing fields were two miles away and the kids were
bussed out to learn their hockey three times a week after school in the
afternoons with intense games with rival schools at weekends.
On South Africa’s reintroduction to international hockey at the World
Cup in 1994, with government insistence on all inclusive and fair
selection, Jeppe provided five old boys of the sixteen squad, Charles
Pereira, Sean Cooke, Craig Jackson, Robbie Pullen and Brad Michalaro.
This demonstrated the continued value in States’ investing in this more
formalised system of education with firm ground rules allowing students
to broaden their impact at school as they physically and emotionally
matured.
In strict contrast, the British old boys and girls network had been sorely
challenged by political and then educational agendas in these latter
decades of the twentieth century. It was damaged but not eliminated.
It survived as the traditions of sporting prowess aligned with academic
success meant that these twin towers of education had been passed on
together to the tertiary sector, the Universities and Colleges.
University sports clubs were a feature of life for students who had
moved on from schools to seek the opportunity to play hockey as a
means to create a social and a professional life at college and beyond
their university years. Indeed, University cultural life, in academic,
political and social interest societies could achieve the same end, but
not quite as effectively as the bonds that were formed within team
sporting structures.
The connection for instance between an Oxford College like Balliol
with high office in government (the college boasted three ex British
Prime Ministers in its history) was commonplace as colleges assumed
high reputations in specific fields of academia and life skills that would
intrinsically link them with certain professions. Nowhere was this more
marked than in sport and hockey, in particular. The preponderance of
Oxbridge international players for England no doubt peeked in the
colonial heydays from 1930 -1970. Our table inset depicts how the
influence of the Oxbridge network declined dramatically at World Cup
selection level in the twenty years from the European Cup in 1970.

ENGLAND
SELECTED
PLAYERS FROM
OXBRIDGE
EDUCATIONAL
ORIGIN AT WORLD
CUP LEVEL
SQUAD TOTAL -16
1973
FIVE
1978
THREE
1982
TWO
1986
ONE
1990
NIL
During this period individual private schools and a minority of emerging
grammars had constructed direct links between their academic
departments and specific colleges at Oxford and Cambridge. Former
University scholars that had climbed the educational pole to become
Headmasters clearly placed a great deal of emphasis on the number of
their pupils who could follow in their footsteps.
In the author’s experience of playing in the senior hockey team at
Kingston Grammar School, four of the team had applied to Cambridge
colleges in 1969 and had instant success. There was no question of
applying to Oxford or any other prevalent institution, because Percy
Rundle as the Headmaster was a distinguished Master of Arts at
Cambridge. It was as simple and as contrived as that!!
Interestingly, two of the four became full internationals, pre-empting
a tide of Kingston boys in the 70’s connected to St. Catherine’s College
culminating in future Olympic Gold medal captain Richard Dodds O.B.E.
Cambridge had established many of such conveyor belts of sporting
talent both from schools and in the postgraduate sector as graduates
descended on to further study.
.....

Eleven Cambridge Blues in 1974. 3 future professors,3 school
heads,2 City gents and 3 lawyers(including Graeme Menzies)
but No future hockey internationals.

Don’t be fooled ! it was Hockey
at Lords Cricket Ground every
winter for 20 years. One of the
oldest fixtures of The Old Boys
Network.

What thousands of schoolboy
players craved in the good old days
-- An Oxford Blues Sweater and a
Vincents Club tie, the passports to the
professions.
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The AstroTurf Revolution
It started as a rumour from deepest Kuala Lumpur after the World Cup
earlier in 1975. The Canadians, as hosts to the forthcoming Olympics
a year later were proposing to play the matches in one stadium on ,
of all things, artificial turf. The Asian world was not happy, seeing it as
a western conspiracy to undermine their dominance of hockey in its
competitive form. Even the Dutch and the Germans were quite shocked
at such a transition as neither had invested in the dynamic polymer.
Indeed, who had?
The answer to that one, was the Americans. To hand, there was really
just one company, Monsanto out of St.Louis, who had seen the need
a decade earlier to experiment with synthetic fibre manufacture to
provide sports facilities in any weather in any environment. Many
American football games had been descending into farce and chaos as
the northern winters took their toll on natural grass with deteriorating
conditions as the season wore down the original grass fields.
Originally, fibre and weaving were no stranger to upstate New York
and Massachusettes, but Monsanto wished to place this section of
their industrial empire of carpet technology so that it was the core of
the local economy with good access to ports for a business that could
flourish in the export market. So, they upped sticks, as one could say,
and moved their sports carpeting division to Dalton, Georgia.
The South knew a thing about cotton, wool and almost anything you
could wear or stand on. More important than that was their ability to
draw on the human expertise that accompanies these one industry
towns, and Dalton already by the mid sixties boasted over one hundred
and forty separate outlets for non-sporting carpet manufacture.
These were originally outlets, retail operations selling odd lots of carpet
along the old US 41, between Atlanta and Chattanooga where an
industry of sorts had evolved through craftswomen hanging their wares.
The tufted carpet industry came out of the chenille industry, whilst the

tufting innovation itself was credited to a couple of mountain women
who persuaded the Singer sowing machine company into developing a
sewing machine which could insert parallel rows of surface yarn into a
canvas or other light backing material.
Here was a new process, new, uniform synthetic fibre yarns and
cheap labour to feed the tufting machines for an expanding post-war
American market. Fortunes were made in the Dalton hub.
The facilities were there and crying out for a group that would be
searching for enough knitting and tufting machines to support the new
sports market for surfacing of sports surfaces.
They also needed to attract the best human brains, specialists in
chemical engineering that were prepared to research and develop
products which were inevitably raw in the first place but would
eventually come to dominate the world market in team sports over
the coming half century. Such a brain was Ed Milner, who not only
climbed the slippery pole from a synthetics engineer, through the
products technology department to head the international marketing
of AstroTurf, and finally take on the Presidency of AstroTurf in the late
eighties. His was the most recognised rise of all, from shop floor through
the test laboratories to the top of this global company in a world game.
Yet, the first sport it was to be introduced to was never to be a world
game, just the most lucrative sport globally then and now -- it , of
course was American football and the very first facility was to be the
Houston Astrodome. The stadium was erected in 1966 and was to be the
forerunner for many American and Canadian facilities for the ensuing
decade.
One such stadium was the Empire stadium which hosted football and
soccer with its early turtle backed shape to accommodate the winter
drenchings of the British Columbia winters in Vancouver. Another minor
team sport would appear there on Sunday mornings after the major
sports competitions had died away from the Saturdays. It was Men’s
field hockey. Let Canadian Olympic team captain Alan Hobkirk take up
the story:
“In Vancouver, we had been playing on artificial turf for several years
at the old Empire Stadium( a North American football field). We had

weekly Sunday four hour training sessions(7 a.m-11 a.m) with some
premier league games played there. As planning for the 1976 Games
was underway, it was readily apparent that, given the harsh winters
and propensity for torrential rains during the summer, a grass surface
would not be appropriate. At the time,the Canadian field hockey
executive was based in Vancouver, and given what had been largely a
positive experience from the players at the Empire with turf, the CFHA in
conjunction with the Canadian Olympic Association and the FIH began
to explore the use of artificial turf. All matches then could be played on
one field at Molson Stadium which was another football facility at McGill
University. The FIH yielded to these proposals on the understanding that
the University host a pre-Olympic tournament in the summer of 1975.”
Ed Milner was right at the centre of these deliberations from Monsanto’s
side as head of the products technology department. For several years
with the ever increasing number of football stadia erected, he was
dealing with issues of drainage, shock absorption for the players, UV
degradation of the surface fibres, and the effects of traction on the
players’ ability to twist and turn at high speeds.
“We had some tremendous equipment to record ball speeds with frame
per second technology as well as measuring the wear and tear on
footwear. In American football we could note the difference in turning
speed as the players cut against and with the directional fibre. This was
purely an athletic and medical issue as there were early occurrences of
ACL knee injuries. Little did we know then that once field hockey was
introduced, we really had our work cut out on directional fibre(to you
and me, the nap of the carpet).”
“However, we had the original AstroTurf product, and knitted nylon was
the real thing with its hydrophilic properties, it merely absorbed the
moisture within the fibre and held the water in the system for longer
periods. We eagerly awaited the feedback from the ‘75 Pre-Olympic
tournament to its true suitability for field hockey”.
Alan Hobkirk was there leading the Canadian squad, and what a yarn he
remembers to this day!!
“My first experience with the Astroturf was at the pre-Olympic
tournament held in Montreal the summer of 75. A number of top
hockey nations were invited to the tournament. Of course, many of

these countries were playing on artificial turf for the first time, including
Germany, Pakistan, Great Britain and Kenya. I do recall that the turf was
watered with fire hoses, and, for some reason, early on, the watering
appeared to be confined to the 100 yard by 60 yard playing surface and
not the end zone or run off area.
“I remember that a German forward sprinted to the end of the pitch,
reached the end zone, whereupon his foot slipped and planted onto
the non-watered, high friction surface and he twisted his ankle. He
went over and sustained a severe laceration to his thigh covering many
square inches as a result of sliding on turf which was not appropriately
watered. There were reports of the surface being so hot that the soles
of playing shoes were melting. The Germans were furious and there was
much talk about them going home.”
.....

The 1960’s answer to rough old grass? - Redgra or shale as it was
known. Still no sight of Astroturf nor goalkeeper’s helmits,padding or any
protection. Even the author scored in Barcelona!!

Why do they water Astroturf fields for hockey? answer ; to annoy all the
local environmentalists. Seriously, even after 40 years of watering, have
we got it right?
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Institutes and Academies
......
Once the AIS centre was up and running in Perth in 1984 with the
women following suit in 86, the upturn in the respective performances
in the immediate years was remarkable. Many Aussie hockey authorities
would accurately point to the fact that these triumphs were moulded
and crafted in the original state championship system of old, and
that the new academies merely put the icing on the cake. Whatever,
the men carried off the World Cup gold in London in 86 and the
women triumphed to Olympic gold in Korea in 88. Naturally the Sports
Commission wanted to reinforce these early successes more broadly by
promoting hockey through the public’s participation. It was a fact that
the number of registered players in women’s hockey doubled in the four
years that followed the Seoul Olympics.
For government agencies, it was a case of the health of the nation as
much as the individual success of hockey. The modern world with all
of its extremes had caught up with Australia, and the Aussies had felt it
the duty of government to provide the impetus, “the role model effect”,
and the facilities to encourage its population to take their health more
seriously again. Hockey as a game for men and women, young and old,
could achieve this. The old days of a dip in Bondi, playing ball on a bare
patch footie field or chalking a wicket on the nearest tree may have
been the outset for Don Bradman or Dawn Fraser,” but sport was a more
complex matter now.” Really?
Back in Perth, the initial aura of the Institute had been challenged by
the end of the 80’s decade. Homesickness and some issues of personal
indiscipline were in evidence in these early years. Brent alluded to the
fact that the educational side of the scholarships was rather left open
to the individual’s choice, and their choice was often part-time or no
time. The scholarships themselves certainly covered basic living costs
for the young athletes, but no more than that. The less qualified would
have sought employment that was in no way supervised or beneficial

in terms with blending in with the life style expected of an international
athlete.
Other players from across the country, though offered full AIS
scholarships, notably the younger ones, were turning them down
as they did not want to be parted from their families, friends and
further education in their home states. Although the AIS was to be a
permanent fixture in Perth, a kind of hockey evolution was taking place
where the Sports Commission was reading the signals and acting in
recommending future centralisation within states.
Scholarship levels increased under the government initiative termed,
“The Next Step” incorporating an investment of central finance of $ 217
million to all sports over what was now the tried and tested four year
plan from 1989.Also note that this figure did not include state monies or
the contributions that sponsors would have gifted.
At this juncture with the States issuing an unprecedented building
programme on facilities, it was time for sports to be identified with
selected regional centres (diving and cricket in Brisbane, sailing in
Sydney)were well positioned climatically ,and to the extent of their
infrastructural progress. All new builds had to cover areas for nutrition,
sports medicine, video analysis, strength and conditioning arenas
as well as sports specific requirements like floodlit astroturf pitches.
Hockey had, indeed, led the way to specialisation in Perth five years
earlier, and it had been a model that was bearing fruit.
In addition,” Next Step” needed to enlarge the human content to
improve sporting performance where, at the top, they employed
National Coaching Directors for each sport and instigated a Coaching
Accreditation scheme which yielded a staggering 62,000 members
for the Olympic sports alone. During this post-Seoul period and into
the next four years of “Maintaining the Momentum,” there was a real
push to send AIS representative teams to Europe and Asia and to host
visiting international squads at the new showcase State centres for Test
matches. The climax of such policies was the Aussies’ hosting a first for
them, the men’s World Cup in Sydney in 1994.
Huge sums were placed at the other end of the scale where interactive
computer programmes were introduced to attract young children

to hockey and sport in order to promote further excellence and
participation. The essential yardstick of success in “Next Step” and
“Maintaining the Momentum” was to broaden the participation base of
the triangle.
Even though the latter was to take the total of government spending to
$293 million to all sports through to 96, it was soon to be overshadowed
by the decision of the International Olympic Committee to award
Sydney the Games of 2000. A new $135 million investment called, The
Olympic Athlete Programme was designed for the aspiring sports
personnel of this “lucky generation”.
It sounded just like another windfall, but this time the “bosses”
meant business, as hockey with others had to have a sound sports
development plan in place to cover the broader issues, as well as
providing focus for their top athletes. Indeed, the Sports Commission
made sure that performance targets would be directly linked to the
generous levels of financial assistance. The National Training centres in
the States were located to enhance individual and team achievement
with all the support services the Institutes and Academies could supply.
The funding was to be largely in federal hands, but the management
and upkeep was the responsibility of the state academies.
The players responded magnificently with a continual stream of
women’s gold medals and men’s bronze for the entire 90’s decade.
The concentration of hockey talent was the result of the combined
asset of supremacy in infrastructure over competing nations, with the
shrewd and methodical coaching of Ric Charlesworth and Frank Murray.
Pointedly, both men had been there at the outset of the AIS back in the
early 80’s in Perth, and progressing forward were instrumental not only
in the succeeding decade’s success, but also in aligning new coaching
ideas into the next century. In short, they had positioned Australia at the
very front of the line when it came to tournament hockey honours.
How much of all this was attributable to Ric, and his charismatic
approach is very debatable .....
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Logging, Foam and Moonboots
The preponderance of penalty corner success around the 70’s hockey
world had made household names out of Kruize, Litjens, Barber,
Boekhorst and Anders. Who could stop them scoring? Certainly not the
Rules Board that allowed the use of the glove to control the ball and
permitted hit shots inside the circle, right up until the latter part of that
decade at any height of the goal.
Only nutters would stand on the line to help out their besieged
goalkeepers. This author was one such nutter until a mere car accident
at 50 miles per hour, something far less dangerous, enabled him to
survive to observe the Bombay World Cup of 1981-82. His former team
mate, Paul Barber was wheeled up to take his tenth corner of the game
against the Soviet Union, but incredibly Paul could not get the ball past
the amazing Vladimir Pleshakov in goal.
With a pre-determined 6 stride approach, Pleshakov then dropped like
a sack of spuds to an extended horizontal barrier taking up three yards
in width in front of the goal. Barber smashed it hard and harder, but the
keeper absorbed it with all parts of his body for the adjacent line man
to mop up the rebound to clear. Surely with just a face mask and what
looked like a padded sweater/sweatshirt, everyone’s only question was,
“what was he wearing under the sweater?” as he always sprung up after
impact.
The Russians, then part of the Soviet Union, gave few secrets away in
or out of hockey, but anyone who was there that day in Bombay will
remember the new goalkeeping technique that thwarted the English in
only a 1-1 draw.
A young English coach starry-eyed in the stands amongst good
company just blurted out, “Did you see Pleshakov, he just dropped like a
log in lumberjack land?” Hence, the term “logging” was born, but like all
babies, it took time to develop. For sure, most commentators dismissed
the Russian as half-mad, and it was a fact that the other World Cup
keepers were not prepared to adopt this desperate horizontal posture.

The leading goalkeeper in the world, Ian Taylor of England fame, took
particular pride in pitting his lightning reflexes against these clubbers
from thirteen yards distance. At this stage, he felt there was no need
to change as his record of saves at the penalty corner gave hope to all
custodians at all levels. Taylor was a confident, inwardly cocky individual
who relished the challenge of keeping goal in hockey after trialing
with several of the country’s professional football clubs. His relatively
modest background had contrasted like chalk and cheese to a one-off
ice hockey goaltender from Thousand Oaks, California named Bob Stiles.
Little did they know then that before too long, the two of them would
have at least half the answers to defending penalty corners.
Stiles was a 26 year old going nowhere in a dead end job, but had found
his passion in martial arts and goaltending for his local club at Burbank
Ice Rink in the Valley, north of Los Angeles. During the summer of ‘83
he had met one of the members of the U.S. field hockey squad whose
centralised training base was at local Moorpark. Kenny Barrett had
mentioned to that same English Coach that Bob had wanted to give
it a go as a goaltender after watching an open video evening held the
previous week.
The karate black belt arrived at the training ground where there were
no goals, no lined fields, no locker rooms nor showers, just two baseball
cages separated by 35 yards by 25 of natural grass. He could not believe
it, that this was the Olympic focal point of the richest country in the
world. Taking off his work clothes, he then pulled out of his bag an all in
one white shoulder-arm-body protector. He looked, after two minutes
of strapping and lacing, as if he was about to audition for Star Wars
down the road in Hollywood.
The coach was literally gob-smacked when Stiles next pulled out his
helmet with a frontage in the shape of a Golden Eagle’s head covered
in America’s Stars and Stripes. Was he fit? Yes, fit for purpose? Yes, fit for
the Olympic team, and that was just a matter of time. He then started
his San Fernando Valley aerobics studio warm-up which was just
sensational with flailing karate kicks and chops that put Bruce Lee to
shame!!
“Ready to drop at Corners, eh, Bob?”, inquired the coach,
“Just try and stop me”, was the immediate reply as Bob fielded more

than thirty screamers in succession with unflinching confidence. The
coach had discovered not just a fearless goalkeeper, but a larger than
life character that he had to select for the forthcoming tour of Europe
and Asia that autumn. Of course he had no experience, but this guy
who was not the most educated or worldly of individuals, wanted to
match his skills with the integrated Cooper Ice Hockey gear against the
Chinese and the Soviets. He was genuinely crestfallen when he was
informed he was only to play against Pakistan, Spain, France and Great
Britain!!
Back to Ian Taylor that December in ‘83, he didn’t have much to do
against what he thought were some minnows called the USA, but the
score was still 0-0 with only 6 minutes left to play at Bisham Abbey, the
then home of English hockey. What he did notice was the American
eagle at the other end was saving everything thrown at him, notably
from Barber at penalty corners. Then a lucky break as the hit shot
deflected off the out-runner’s stick and flew into the top corner above
the logging Stiles.
Great Britain had escaped by the skin of their teeth. They had been
struggling to qualify after a poor outing at a pre-Olympic tournament
in Asia which meant they were only selected as first reserve for the 1984
Olympics. Just three months later in Olympic year, and with the Russian
army refusing to leave Afghanistan, Britain took the place of the Soviet
Union in Los Angeles.
The British manager, Roger Self, after that defining game with the
Americans at Bisham, had been consulting Taylor about the goalkeeping
technique at defending Corners. Ian had admitted that after the game
he had talked with Bob Stiles, but stressed to Self that he would never
drop at a Corner unless he had the same type of protective gear that
Stiles had been wearing for nigh on a year. .....

OBO TOOK GOALKEEPING PROTECTION ON TO A NEW LEVEL.
Specialised lab work on impact testing has produced startling safety results.
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